
Please take time to read the information and watch the support 
short videos that help explain how your child is being taught to 
read and write. 
 
In Reception your child has been taught to recognise, read and 
say individual sounds.  They learn a new sound each day and 
review the sounds they have previously learned.  

 
Please follow the links below. 

 
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/bC3DfGeJ/3UdDFhar 
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/ifuizscX/HlwWlHIr 
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/O8qnlZWu/CQyYqZtK 

 
 
Please follow the links below. 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/bC3DfGeJ/3UdDFhar
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/ifuizscX/HlwWlHIr
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/O8qnlZWu/CQyYqZtK


 
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/tKWaPcbd/HonZ7CUq 
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/pFPiUxYw/wnpqWc68 

 
As your child becomes confident with saying the sounds, they 
learn to blend- see the videos below 

  

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/Z1aJdinF/ZcQvuZsP 
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/AxfKaa2i/RIN9w1hq 

 
Children will usually complete learning these sounds and be 
confident using them and blending towards the end of the 
Autumn term of reception.  
They will then move onto learning the set 2 sounds.  

 
Please follow the links below. 
 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/tKWaPcbd/HonZ7CUq
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/pFPiUxYw/wnpqWc68
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/Z1aJdinF/ZcQvuZsP
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/AxfKaa2i/RIN9w1hq


https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/sR441yXS/fUL8SWt1 
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/cAJd3NOp/eXo2kAR5 

 
Each day your child will have a spelling element taught to match 
in with the sound that they are learning to read.  
Please follow the links below. 

 
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/6Ie5GW65/WXVzWq1K 
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/K33ctmyD/zEjrcRQA 

 
Once your child is confident with reading words that contain set 
2 sounds, they will move onto set 3 sounds, usually during the 
Autumn term in Year 1. 

 

  

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/9QPBdCYs/mM7bP9MA 
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/9txFElop/hNFUgg0N 
 
Please also see the spelling teaching to match the sounds from the reading 
lesson. 

 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/7khZr22S/3CaFKkXB 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/sR441yXS/fUL8SWt1
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/cAJd3NOp/eXo2kAR5
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/6Ie5GW65/WXVzWq1K
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/K33ctmyD/zEjrcRQA
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/9QPBdCYs/mM7bP9MA
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/9txFElop/hNFUgg0N
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/7khZr22S/3CaFKkXB


https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/petixwjm/AnC1zEFs 

 

Your child then spends time using their knowledge with longer 

words e.g. multisyllabic words or those with a root word and 

suffix e.g. ai- snail in the rain, snail, rain, drain, pain, mail 

would then progress to words such as multisyllabic words again, 

afraid, maintain,  as well as adding suffixes such as er, ing, ful, 

less, ment, ful, ness, ly e.g. explaining, detailed, painful, 

painfully, and reading more complicated texts through year 1 and 

early into year 2.  

 
Please contact either your child’s teacher, or myself, if you have 
any questions and thank you for the support that you give to 
enable your child to learn to read.   
 

Kind regards, 
 

Mrs Longworth- Year 2 teacher, RWInc lead, Reception and Key-Stage 1 Lead. 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/petixwjm/AnC1zEFs

